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Wrongdoings, misconduct and ethical issues need an
immediate response to ensure evidence is preserved.
Not acting quickly could result in investigation
inaccuracies and a failure to produce a comprehensive
report. Law In Order’s team of highly experienced
global forensic experts can assist with the planning and
collection of evidence in a defensible manner.

The Process

Investigation
Planning

Evidence
Collection &
Preservation

Law In Order recommend that organisations have
a formal plan for responding to investigations. This
identifies roles and responsibilities, processes and
procedures, as well as a reporting framework. There
may be regulations around whistleblower actions and
therefore, protecting sources may be an important
consideration within this plan.
Reconstructing a chronology of events is essential and
understanding what happened and when within that
timeframe is a fundamental investigation requirement.
Law In Order can help get to the facts through a
comprehensive response plan, timely evidence collection
and extensive investigation skills. Forensic evidence
can be key in deciphering contradictory statements
and providing background for interviews to enable
investigations to proceed quickly and effectively.
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Review

Investigation
Reporting

Forensic evidence can be key
in deciphering contradictory
statements and providing
background for interviews
to enable investigations to
proceed quickly and effectively.
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Investigation Planning
Law In Order provides world-class processes to identify
key custodians and map out the right data sources and
evidence preservation methodologies before information
collection takes place.

Data

Sources (Related to Key Persons)

Emails

Laptops

Documents

Phones

Images
Company servers

Video
Chat data

Cloud environments

Law In Order recommend the following priority steps
following the identification of an investigation requirement,
if no formal plan has been established.

1.

If the issue involves a person of interest then remove
their access to physical company assets (eg. laptop)
and accounts (eg. email and VPN) whilst ensuring all
accounts remain in-situ for investigation purposes.

2.

Escort the person of interest from the premises and
recover all access control equipment (eg. identity
badges, VPN tokens).

3.

Establish strict need-to-know.

4.

Establish clear roles and responsibilities, and
escalation lines.

5.

Contact Law In Order and our industry leading
forensic capabilities can assist in monitoring
evidence preservation (eg. alert to data deletion
or copying), forensic cover and investigation
requirements.

Evidence Collection
Integrity of the data targeted for collection is essential.
Techniques used for this collection must not alter the data
in any way and be able to provide evidence of such. Law
In Order’s data collection specialists use forensically sound
workflows to achieve the proper outcome and ensure that
evidence is of court standards and cannot be challenged.
Multi-jurisdictional Evidence Collection
Investigations may require multi-jurisdictional work and various
data privacy, sector-specific regulations and data classifications
may come into play. Law In Order has experience working
with these regulatory and other challenges, and can assist in
circumstances where data is located across multiple state,
national or sector-specific borders.
Safeguarding Confidentiality
To ensure confidentiality requirements, as many sources of
evidence can be highly sensitive, Law In Order can provision
guidance and reassurances, and if necessary work with your
internal security teams.

Reporting
Representing the outcomes of an investigation can be
complex. Ensuring that event chronology is clearly explained
and the means by which information was uncovered could lead
to deep technology-orientated content. Law In Order can assist
in provisioning reports for all levels within an organisation from
Board to technology teams and also for presentation into court
and legal teams, ensuring the right content is delivered to the
right audience.
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Talk to us about support and solutions for your team.
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